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Naples rises
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Preparations for a theatre show created to celebrate the 700th anniversary of Dante’s death - which will occur in 2021 - in the theatre of the old
Filangieri kindergarten, a public amenity that’s dedicated to culture and is managed by a community of artists. At the end of October, workers from
the entertainment sector protested in Naples against the financial measures that had been put in place for workers in their industry.

View of Naples from Via Vittorio Emanuele.

Solidarity and creativity, solutions from a city that fights back
 In Naples the closures enforced by the pandemic have aggravated an economic and social
situation that was already in dire straits.
 As a result, 70% of businesses have suffered a drop in revenue and requests for help from
families have risen by 60%.
 Activists and associations have managed to come up with a number of solid solutions such as
food banks and affordable private Covid tests.
 There have also been a number of cultural, sporting and ecological initiatives to help support
a shell-shocked social fabric.
 The ability of Neapolitans to face adversity head on has once again come to the fore, rising
from the ashes just like the phoenix.
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The reception inside the San Severo Fuori le Mura Church, where the “SaDiSa, Diritti in Salute” Association, with the support of the Fondazione San
Gennaro and the III Municipalità administration, provides swab tests for € 18. They also offer the so-called “tampone sospeso”, a test that’s paid for
and can be provided for free to those in financial difficulty. The initiative takes its name and idea from the tradition of the ‘caffè sospeso’.

A member of the Serie A water polo team Circolo Nautico Posillipo at the Scandone Swimming Pool in Naples. During the pandemic, a number
of protocols had to be followed to allow training to take place, including weekly swab testing, whilst no physical contact, a common aspect of this
sport, was allowed in the pool.

Naples, Rione Sanità.

The pandemic shone a spotlight on the endemic fragility of Naples, but it also provided even greater
evidence of its capacity to adapt, to resist and of the creativity of its people in finding new solutions, a
people that’s accustomed to emerging from difficulty like a phoenix rising from the ashes. Additional
lockdown periods have deepened this unprecedented economic and social crisis, hitting sections of
the population with no family or state support to fall back on.
The region of Campania has the highest number of families that depend on the emergency financial
measures being provided by the Government and the city of Naples has seen a 60% rise in the
number of requests for assistance: from food, to financial help (paying bills, rent or other necessary
expenses) through to psychological assistance and counselling. From an economic perspective, 70%
of companies have suffered a drop in revenue and the situation is even more acute in those sectors
(such as tourism and catering) in which there is still a high number of undeclared or temporary workers.
Whilst many commercial and cultural businesses are closing down, the quiet work of individuals,
activists, religious and arts movements and sports associations goes on, constantly looking for sound,
workable solutions like food banks, affordable private Covid tests, the restoration of public green
areas, and even the organisation of shows and training sessions. The objective is to provide alternative
approaches for supporting a broken and shell-shocked social fabric and to lay the foundations for a
better future, when we’re able to cast aside the masks of today and start all over again.

The Stella District in Naples. Giuseppe selling wine door-to-door. Before the pandemic, the majority of his clients were restaurants in the historic city centre, but
the lockdowns have forced Giuseppe to sell directly to private individuals.

Salvatore Iodice, ex-convict, carpenter and artist, tidying up a public garden in the Quartieri Spagnoli area of Naples. During the pandemic,
through the Miniera Association, Salvatore started raising funds, with support also coming from donors from the United States and Australia, to
help families in the Quartieri Spagnoli area of Naples, one of the zones most impacted by the crisis.

Andrea (not his real name) attends an online lesson. Andrea, since he doesn’t have his own PC or internet connection at home, uses a computer
at the Caritas di Aversa charity organisation.

Volunteers from the Caritas di Aversa charity organisation handing out meals and essential items. Due to Covid the canteen service can no longer
be provided. About a hundred more meals are needed: as well as worsening the plight of those already in difficulty, the Covid crisis resulted in
others finding themselves in financial trouble.

An oven being cleaned in Rione Sanità, one of the areas that has suffered the highest number of Covid-19 infections in Naples. The elevated
number of infections and the imposition of red zone restrictions, combined with significant numbers of people in Campania working either
undeclared or as grey labour, has had a disastrous financial impact on the region, particularly in Naples.

Cleaning and renovation work inside the occupied Ex-Opg, a former high-security psychiatric hospital. The idea of the renovation is to create a
room for distributing food packages to the most needy members of the population.

Rione Sanità, Naples. Vincenzo Nicolella (on the ladder) cleans the votive chapel dedicated to the Madonna dell’Arco. Nicolella belongs to the “Maria Santissima
dell’Arco La Centrale” Association in Rione Sanità which is now closed to its approximately 40 members as a result of the pandemic.

Caivano, near Naples. Andrea, with the difficulties experienced by the used clothes sector which he’d worked in for years, decided to open a
greengrocers.

Kayaking at the Circolo Nautico Posillipo nautical sports club.

Maurizio Papa, founder of the Bad Bike electric bicycle company. He launched Bad Bike in 2010, a folding electric bike with a wheel diameter
exceeding 20 inches. With the pandemic he saw his sales rise by 30%, this was thanks both to the mobility bonus offered by the Government as well
as to the new habits adopted by local citizens, who became more environmentally conscious and looked to avoid crowding on public transport.

The video scenographer Alessandro Papa during an online lesson with his students at the Accademia di belle Arti di Napoli, in the process of
preparing for a theatre production. created to celebrate the 700th anniversary of Dante’s death - which will occur in 2021 - in the theatre of the old
Filangieri kindergarten, a public amenity that’s dedicated to culture and is managed by a community of artists.

Vincenzo carrying out some small repair jobs around a votive shrine in Rione Sanità, one of the areas that has suffered the highest number of
Covid-19 infections in Naples.

Davide Griffo, project coordinator at the Caritas di Aversa food bank. The food bank was created to enable families in financial difficulty to do their
shopping, deciding for themselves which goods to take home for free, as part of a process of dietary education.

The Real Bosco di Capodimonte (Capodimonte Royal Wood), one of just a few green lungs in the city of Naples. To limit the spread of the
disease, the Bosco, which is a public park, remains closed to the public during the weekend, whilst runners can only access the park between 7
and 9 in the morning.

Marina Mosca (right), a chef, with Paola Iaccarino Idelson, a nutritionist, founders of the Centro di Alimentazione Consapevole (Healthy Eating
Centre), where they organise vegan cookery and nutrition courses and they support a Cooperative Purchasing Group to promote quality products
from the Campania region. As a result of the pandemic they started offering online courses, enabling them to reach a national audience, and they
wrote a meditative recipe book, published by Corriere della Sera.

Migrant assistance office at the Ex-Opg, a former high-security psychiatric hospital. Volunteers at the office provide free legal advice and assistance
to migrants, refugees and asylum seekers. With the pandemic it has been necessary to reorganise the internal areas and appointments, so as to
ensure the maximum possible levels of safety.

Giuseppe De Rosa in the “Maria Santissima dell’Arco La Centrale” Association in Rione Sanità, closed to its approximately 40 members as a result of the
pandemic. The association is a place of worship as well as an intergenerational meeting place for the men of Rione.

Paolo Tuberosa in the Fox Hound Factory in Succivo, the biggest gaming centre in southern Italy, with areas for board games and eSports. It was
a regular haunt for children and teenagers in the northern area between Naples and Caserta. Opened in October 2019 thanks to funds from the
Resto al Sud programme, the centre had to close when Campania was declared a red zone.

View from the Real Bosco di Capodimonte (Capodimonte Royal Wood), one of just a few green lungs in the city of Naples.
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